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Abstract 
Bertrand, C., A natural semantics of first-order type dependency, Theoretical Computer Science 123 
(1994) 31-53. 
We develop a natural model of first-order type dependency by considering types as stable families of 
dI-domains indexed on a dl-domain or, in an equivalent way, as stable functors from a dI-domain to 
the category of dI-domains with rigid embedding-projections. The fundamental idea of the inter- 
pretation is to interpret any construction in the type system by an algebraic construction in this 
category. We present here a model of the so-called generalised algebraic fragment of Martin Liif’s 
and we replace it in the D-category general framework. 
1. Introduction 
For many years, a lot of work has been devoted to the development of type 
dependency categorical semantics. In this kind of semantics types are interpreted by 
arrows of a given category, terms are interpreted by sections of these arrows and 
contexts are interpreted by objects of this category. Some more ingredients such as 
adjunctions are added to obtain good categorical structures. One can quote locally 
closed Cartesian categories [14], contextual categories [S] or relatively closed car- 
tesian categories [9]. Recent works set more abstract categorical structures in which 
the previous structures are instances of a more general notion: one can quote 
comprehension categories [ 111. 
There exists another kind of type dependency interpretation, less categorical than 
the previous ones, if one considers a totally explicit type universe. A context is 
interpreted by a structured object (i.e. a category) of a given category. A well-formed 
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variable type in a given context is a type family indexed on this context: this type is 
interpreted by a functor from the category that interprets the context to the type 
universe. Well-typed terms are interpreted by well-typed families relatively to the 
functor interpreting their type. It is what we call a global or natural interpretation, 
fitting very closely the usually given semantics in type system presentation. These 
ideas already appear implicitly in [13] and more explicitly in [S]. 
In this paper, we develop a global interpretation of first-order type dependency. For 
that purpose, we set ourselves two constraints. First we want to be naive in the 
interpretation, i.e. we want to fit as closely as possible the semantics (which is also an 
operational semantics) that Martin-Liif gives in the presentation of his systems. The 
global approach seems to be the more natural to do that. 
On the other hand, we want to obtain a combinatory and constructive model: the 
underlying idea is to express any construction within the type system by an algebraic 
effective construction in the model. We put ourselves in the domain theory to build it 
by adapting Girard’s ideas for the system F [S], generalized by Coquand et al. [6]. 
Our type universe will be a particular Scott domain category, the one of dI-domains 
with rigid embedding-projections. We show that it has remarkable closure properties: 
for example, any closed or open type will be interpreted by a dI-domain. 
Our purpose is not to build an exhaustive model of one of Martin Lof’s systems (see 
[3] or [12]): in this paper, we are only interested by the so-called generalised algebraic 
fragments of these systems. We just intend to give prominence to the ideas that 
underly this kind of semantics, without going into technical aspects. The necessary 
tools for constructions will be introduced, i.e. called-by-need, according to the devel- 
opment of the model. 
We sucessively develop the interpretation of type system syntactical entities that we 
consider: types, contexts, terms, judgements (Sections 3-5). Then we give the inter- 
pretation of the generalised algebraic fragment of a type dependency system (Section 
6). After an example of interpretation (Section 7), we shall end by replacing this 
semantics in the D-category general framework. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Conventions 
We recall some domain theoretic basic notions (see [3,13]). Let (X, <) be a poset. 
The lub is denoted by V , the glb is denoted by A. For XEX, we write 
lx = (VEX 1 i < x}. 7 denotes the coherence relation: xTy ijfs 3z~X (x <z and y < z). 
A E X is directed iff Vi, j EA, 3k~A, i < k andj <k. (X, < ) is complete (CPO in short) 
if any directed subset has a lub. A CPO is bounded complete if any bounded subset has 
a lub. 
An element k of X is compact iff: VlA E X directed, k < V A a 3x E A, k < x. The set 
of compact elements of X is denoted by K(X) (the base of X). 
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The CPO X is algebraic iff: 
VXEX, K(x)={kEK(X)) kdx} directed and x= VK(x). 
A Scott domain is an algebraic bounded complete CPO. 
For (X, <) bounded complete, an element k of X is prime iff 
VAGX bounded, k< VA * 3x~A, kdx. 
The set of prime elements of X is denoted by B(X). A bounded complete CPO is 
prime algebraic iff every element is the lub of the primes that it dominates. A dl-domain 
is a Scott domain strongly distributive (d property) in which the principal ideal 
generated by a compact element is finite (I property) [l]. A dI-domain is a prime 
algebraic domain. 
2.2. The category DI 
To the usual continuity property, i.e. directed lub preservation, one adds the 
stability property [I]. A continuous function is stable if it preserves the glb of coherent 
pairs. 
For the dI-domains X and Y and f: X-t Y continuous, one can verify that 
fstable iff VqEK(Y), VXEX, q<f(x) * 3eeK(X) minimum, q<h(e). 
The trace of a stable function is the set of pairs (e, q) with egK(X) and qEPr(Y) 
satisfying the previous minimum property. We denote it by Tr. One easily verifies: 
VZEX, f(z)= V {q,(e,q)ETr(f) and e<z). 
The category of dI-domains with stable functions is not a closed Cartesian category 
considering the pointwise order: evaluation is not stable [l]. To have Cartesian 
closure, one has to consider the so-called stable order that simply corresponds to trace 
inclusion:fb, g iff Tr(f) E Tr(g). One can give a computable expression for this stable 
order: 
f&s * (‘y’x, YEX, XdY * f(x)=f(Y)Adx)). 
We recall some classical results about stable order. 
Lemma 2.1. < denotes the pointwise order, 6, denotes the stable order. Let H be 
a stable function set bounded with the stable order, f and g be continuous function.s. 
l f <$ g and g stable * f stable, 
l f 6, g’ and f<g bg’ and g’ stable * f s& g, 
l VH=V,H, 
l WVH)=U,,, Wf). 
We denote DI” the category of dI-domains with stable functions ordered with the 
stable order. If we want to extend algebricity from domains to the domain category, 
we have to work in an embedding-projection category (Plotkin’s old idea [ 131). 
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Let X and Y be dl-domains, f and g be stable functions with the respective domains 
X and Y. (f; g) is an embedding-projection iff g of=ldx andfo gbldy. 
This embedding-projection is rigid if one considers the stable order. Then one has 
VX,YEX, XdY =+ (f09)(x)=(fog)(Y)Ax. 
The embedding-projections will be denoted by (f +,f -). We can write f +- for 
f+Of-. 
We denote the category of dI-domains with rigid embedding-projections by DI. 
This category has directed colimits and pull-backs. We write &%#(X; Y ) W) for the 
pull-back of X and Y below W in DI (or in DIO when there is no ambiguity). DI is 
a Cartesian closed category. One can easily verify [3]: 
Lemma 2.2. For (f’,f-)EDI (X; Y), one has the following properties: 
6) v=X, V’YE Y, Y %f+(x) * Y =(f+ of-)(y), 
(ii) Tr(f+)=~(f-(p);p)lp~Pr(Y) and p=f+-(P)), 
(iii) Tr(f-)={(f+(p);dl~EPr(X)}, 
(iv) f + preserves and reflects primes. 
(i) is in fact a characterization of rigid embedding-projections. 
Lemma 2.3. (a) For X= Q(Xi;(f:;f;)), Pr(X)= Uf+ (Pr(X,)). 
(b) For Z=.!?Jg(X; Y ( W), if one denotes the embeddings of Z in X and in Y, 
respectively, by f and g, one gets: Pr(Z)=f -‘(Pr(X))ng-‘(l+(Y)). 
The type system of which we intend to build a semantics is a fragment of Martin 
Liif’s Type Intuitionistic Theory: it is more precisely Jacobs’ iP [l 11. We present it in 
the appendix. 
This system is a set of inference rules that allow to derive judgements (see appendix). 
We intend thus to interpret the different judgements as well as the inference rules 
related to these judgements. We first present separately the interpretation of the 
syntactical different entities of the system, though they are interdependent by the form 
of the judgements. 
3. Types and type-functors 
A closed type is interpreted by a dLdomain. We look at the context formation rule: 
I-F/4:* 
r,x:ii+- (1) 
We note a close correlation between a well-formed type and a context well formed by 
this type and consequently their interpretation will be linked. So, if we anticipate 
Section 4, a context will be interpreted by a dI-domain. 
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If we consider the following judgement, x : A t- B(x) : *, with any term a of type A, 
we can associate a well-formed type B(a). So, we can interpret the type B as 
a dI-domain family indexed on the domain that interprets the type A: we express this 
family by a functor from the dI-domain [Al] considered as a category to DI. To obtain 
good closure properties we consider only a particular class of such functors. We need 
now to introduce the type-functor notion. 
Definition. Let X be a dI-domain. The functor F : X-tDI is a type-functor if 
l F is continuous (directed colimit preservation). 
l F is stable (pull-back preservation). 
Notations 3.1. If F : X-+DI is an X-indexed type-functor, for a<b~X, there exists 
a corresponding morphism from the fiber F(a) to the fiber F(b): this embedding- 
projection will be denoted (F a+b; F,)or(F[a,b]+;F[u,b]-)or(F+;F-)whenthere 
is no ambiguity. 
Example. For the dI-domain X, let I be the type-functor defined by 
Z:X+DI. 
VXEX, Z(x)= lx, 
VXdYEX VCCEJX z,‘,(a)=c(, 
VcsJy Z,(C()= v (-yEJX 1 ydcr}. 
The next proposition is a type-functor characterization and allows to extend the 
trace notion to type-functors. 
Proposition 3.2. The jiinctor F from the dl-domain X to DI is a type-jiinctor if: 
VXEX, vp~Pr(F(x)), 3x0~K(X) minimum, 3p,~Pr(F(x~)), F&(po)=p. 
Proof. (3) Let F be a type-functor indexed on X, XEX and p~Pr(F(x)). 
x is the directed lub of compact elements Xi that it dominates. By continuity, F(x) is 
the directed colimit of F(xi). SO there exists a compact element Xi, Xi < x, and pi prime 
in F(xi) with p = F :,( pi). One easily verifies that the glb of these minimal xi answers 
the question (by pull-back preservation). 
(e) Let F be a functor satisfying the previous property. 0 
Continuity. For {Xi)iel directed in X and x= V {Xi}, one only has to show 
Vp~pr(F(x)), 3iEI, jpiEPr(F(Xi)), p=Fz,(pi), 
pePr(F(x)) => ~x,EK(X) minimum, 3p,~Pr(F(x,)), p=F&,(p,). 
x~EK(X) and xO<x *3i~Z, xo<xi. And one gets p=Fz,(FzO,i(p,)) and 
Fx’,x,(Po)EPr(F(xi)). 
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Stability. Let w = y A z <x, p prime in F(x) s.t. p = F ,‘( p1 ) = F ,‘,( pz). One has to show 
there exists q prime in F(w) s.t. p= F &(q). There exists x0 minimal compact and 
p. prime in F(x,) s.t. p = F ,‘,,( po). By minimality of x0, x0 < y and x0 6 z. So, 
q=F,+,w(po). 0 
If F is a type-functor, the previous pairs (x0, po) are called F-primitives. The trace of 
a type-functor is then the set of F-primitives and of elements with the following form 
(p, _LF(,,)) with p prime in F(X). We denote this trace by 11 F I(. 
If we go back to (l), how can we pass from the type interpretation to the 
interpretation of the context extended by this type? i.e. how can we pass from 
a type-functor to a dI-domain? Grothendieck construction gives the answer in this 
particular case. 
Definition. If F is a type-functor indexed on the dI-domain X, we denote C(F) its 
stalk space as 
C(F)= @ F(x)={(x,txIx~X and a~F(x)) 
XSX 
ordered by 
(x,~)d(.~,fi) ifi 
xdy in X, 
F,:(cc)bP in F(y). 
The first-projection function: @ : C(F)+X is the opfibration associated with F; we 
easily verify that it is a stable function. 
Proposition 3.3. The stalk space of a type-finctor F is a dl-domain whose prime set is the 
trace of F. 
Proof. Let X be the domain of F. 
l One easily verifies C(F) is a Scott domain with 
Bottom: (I, IFcLj), 
Compact: K(C(F))=={(x,a) 1 XEK(X) and ~EK(F(x))}. 
For {(Xi,Cli)}iel bounded in C(F), 
Lub: V {(Xi,ai)}iEI=(V {Xi}ipl; V (F.$x(ai))is,) with X= V {Xi}iel, 
Glb: A{(Xi,Cli)}ic~=(A{Xi}iel; A{F,,,(Ei)}iEI) with X'= A{Xi}i,r. 
l C(F) is very finite. 
l We show Pr(C(F))= 11 F 11. 
(1) II F II G WC@‘)). 
Let (e,p) F-primitive s.t. (e, p)< V {xi, CX~)}~~~. With the previous notations 
e<x and F:(P)< V {F~x(~i)}is~r 
F,z(p)EPr(F(x)) => 3iEI, F&(p)dFZi_x(~i). 
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With Lemma 2.2 [(i) and (ii)] 
By minimality of (e, p) 
so 
edxi and F,+,,(p)=F,,,(F,:(p))~F,:(ni)=cli. 
(e,p)Q(xi,d. 
One easily verifies: (p, IFCp))~ (I F II 3 (p, _LFcpj)~Pr(C(F)). 
(2) Pr(C(F))c IIF II. 
For (e, p) prime in Z(F), it is easy to verify p is prime in F(e). There exists an 
F-primitive (e’, p’) s.t. e’ <e and F :,( p’) = p. From (e, p) = (e’, p’) V (e, IFcel), one gets 
(e,p)E /IF II. 
l It is now sufficient to show C(F) is prime algebraic. 
For (X,CI) in C(F), we write Pr(x,~)={(e,p)~Il F /I I(e,p)d(x,cr)}. Let (~,a) be an 
upper bound of Pr(x, a). 
vWPr(X), 46x * (4, -Lw)~(Y,B), 
V’qEh(X), qdx * q<y so xdy, 
VpEPr(F(x))p<‘a, 3(e’,p’)EPr(x,cr), F$,(p’)=p, 
VpePr(F(x)) ~<a, F&(p)=F&(p’)<B. 
Then we get F&,(a) < p and (x, a) d (y, /3), i.e. (x, CC) = V Pr(x, CI). 0 
By using Grothendieck construction, with the type-functor F indexed on X one can 
associate an opfibration @ : C(F)+X : it is the first projection, we denote it by opf(F). 
It is a stable function with the trace 
W@i)={((p, L&P) I pEPr(X)). 
The stable function Y: X-+C(F) defined by $(x)=(x, I,,,.) is the embedding 
associated with the projection @. 
So, the type interpretation will be twofold. A type will be interpreted by a type- 
functor indexed on the dI-domain that interprets the context in which the judgement 
containing the type is expressed and also by the stalk space of this type-functor. 
type-functor, 
The former interpretation expresses perfectly the type dependency notion. With the 
latter interpretation, we have a totally explicit type universe: all the types are objects 
of a category. 
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In the case of a closed type we write 
P--A :*4= 
i 
2: {I}+DI with A(I)=& 
&_+;i 
We can go back to a local interpretation when interpreting the type A by the 
A-associated opfibration. 
4. Contexts 
Contexts are hierarchised sets of variable declarations. As we have already noted it, 
their interpretation depends closely upon the interpretation of the types which 
compose them. We interpret contexts by dI-domains which will have to reflect this 
hierarchy. So, if we consider the context formation rules, it is natural to write 
gr,x:/lt-lj=C(A) with (IrFA:*]=A:[r]+DI. 
In the case of polymorphism we can note this hierarchy does not exist: contexts are 
simply expressed by products. Type-functor stalk spaces allow to extend these prod- 
ucts into “hierarchised” products. 
The notion of context extension contains an implicit functional aspect, which is 
specific of type dependency. We can consider the context formation rule as an 
equivalence: we can read it downwards and upwards too. This equivalence allows the 
twofold interpretation of types (reading downwards): type-functor and domain. Sym- 
metrically, we can accept a twofold interpretation of contexts. We can make the 
context functionality explicit: the context extended by a type will be interpreted by the 
type-functor corresponding to this type. However, the context functional interpreta- 
tion is not unique, a context extension is indeed relative to a prefix. 
We consider for instance the following derivation: 
r,x:4t-B(x):* 
r,x:A,y:B(x)i-- 
We can write 
B expresses the extension of the context: r, x : A by the type B, i.e. a declaration of 
a variable of type B. However, we can consider that this new context has been 
obtained from r by successive extensions by the types A and B. However, we can 
reduce these successive extensions to a unique extension. For example, we can derive 
(see appendix): 
r, x : A, y : B(x) F 0(x, y) 
r, z : cx : A. B(x) k 0(7cz, n’z) . 
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The double bar represents a derivation in several steps, 0 represents any judgment. 
The double extension by the types A and B can be then reduced to an only 
extension by the type Cx: A. B. Thus, we have to build an interpretation of this 
so-called dependent sum. 
Definition. Let F be a type-functor indexed on X and G be a type-functor indexed on 
C(F). We build the X-indexed direct sum functor that we denote C,“: 
l For XEX, ZF(x)=C(G,) with G,=~EF(x).G(x,~~). 
l For x~y, 
Then we can set up the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. 
0 C,” is a type-functor. 
l C(Cg) and C(G) are isomorphic dl-domains. 
Proof. It is easy to verify the definition is well founded. To verify stability, we use the 
characterization (Proposition 3.2). Let x in X and (e, p) prime in C(G,). There exists 
((x0, eO), PO)E II G II s.t. 
xO<x and F&.(e,,)=e and (eo,po)E)IG,,II and 
GC(x,, 4; (x, e)l+(Po)=P, 
So (e, p) = C,” [x0; x] + ((eo, po)), x0 is minimum by minimality of ((x0, eo), PO) for G. 
Cz-primitives can be characterized by 
(e, (a, /j))~ II C,” II 0 ((e, Co, Pb II G II. 
So in our interpretation we obtain 
1 
i?: C(+DI, 
[r,x:A,y:B(x)ka= Z;$-]-DI, 
c(B)-C(C2). 
We can easily generalise this interpretation to any extension. In the particular case 
of a null context extension. we write 
[~l--l]=Ir:[~J+DI with Z,=l.x~[rl].{_L). 
Then we have C(1,)= [r]. 
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5. Terms and well-typed stable families 
If we consider a judgement of the form: x : A I- t(x) : B(x), with any term a of type A, 
we can associate a term t(u) of type B(a). 
We can thus interpret the well-typed term t by a family indexed on the domain that 
interprets the type A, “picking” one element in each fiber B(x). To obtain good closure 
property, we want this family to be continuous and stable. 
Definition. Let F be a type-functor indexed on X. (tJxsX is a F-stable family iff 
(i) VXEX, t,~ F(x), (well-typed), 
(ii) Vx d yeX, F&(t,) < t, (monotonic), 
(iii) for {Xi)iel directed in X and X= V {Xi}isl, t,= V {F~,(t,i)}i,r (continuity), 
(iv) hy~x, xtv = txAy =F[xAy;x]-(t,)AF[xAy;y]-(t,) (stability). 
We write t=(tx)xEX with t(x)= t,. 
With a F-stable family (tx)xsX one can associate in a biunivocal way a stable 
function t^: X+C(F), defined by i(x)=(x, t,): it is a section of the opfibration asso- 
ciated with F. 
We denote 17(F) the F-stable family set ordered with the stable order, i.e. 
~<.TEIZ(F) iff ~<,SE[X+C(F)]~. 
We can now write a F-stable family characterization. 
Lemma 5.1. Let F be a type-finctor indexed on X and t be a F-well-typed family. t is 
F-stable ifl 
VXEX, VpcPr(F(x)), p<t(x) o 3xO~K(X) minimum, p6F:,,(t(xO)). 
Proof ([3]). We use the one-to-one correspondence between F-stable families and 
stable sections associated with F and Proposition 3.2. 0 
We consider the following derivation: 
x:AFt:B 
k-Ix: A.t:Ilx: A.B’ 
In the interpretation, we have 
[IkA:*j=A” dI-domain, 
[x:AI-B:*]=B:A+DI, 
[x:A~t:B~=~~ZI(~), 
[HIx:A.B:*~=Iz(B), 
[I-Ix:A.t:I7x:A.Bn=t~l@). 
Then we need a second closure result, 
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Proposition 5.2. If F is a type-finctor, 17(F) is a dl-domain. 
Proof. With the one-to-one correspondence between F-stable families and stable 
sections of the opfibration associated with F and by using the fact that [X-+1(F)], is 
a dI-domain, we only show that n(F) is prime algebraic and that every compact 
element of 17(F) is very finite in 17(F). 
For tEZZ(F), let T={(a,p)EC(F)laEK(X) and pgK(F(a)) and pQt,}. 
With every subset 0 of T we associate a F-stable family 8 defined by 
V’XEX, 8,= V(F~(a)((z,a)d(a,p) and 
(a,p)EO and (z,cz)~T and zdx}. 
We show that this family is compact, very finite and that every compact F-stable 
family has this form. We make prime elements of II(F) explicit. 
Let O={(~,,P~),...,(~,,P,)}. 
8 is a F-stable family. It is easy to verify 0 is well-typed, monotonic and 8 <t. We 
can express 9 as 
V’XFX, &,A.= FCa,Ax;a,l-(Pk)Ata,Axr 
VxeX, ox= V{FCa,Ax;xl+(eu,~x)}keil,.n). 
Continuity. Let x= V {XiSiel directed. One has V (Fz,(CJ,,))<O,. 
Reciprocally, let q be a prime element s.t. q < 8, d t,. From Lemma 5.1, there exists 
x0 compact minimum s.t. q<F$,(t,,). q prime: 3kE{l . ..n}. q<F[a,A x;x]+(~,,~,). 
X0 compact: SE-I, X0 d Xi <X. 
With F(ak A xi)=PB(F(xi); F(u~ A X) 1 F(X)), we can write 
3qoEPr(F(akAxi)), q=F[akAxi;x]+(qo). 
By x0 minimality, x0 dak A Xi and F,,(q)< t,,. We can then deduce 
qodta,r\x, and qO<FCakAxi;akl- (pk), i.e. q<F:,(B,i). 
Stability. We show 8 d t and from Lemma 2.1 we conclude that 0 is stable. 
For x<y~X one has 0,dt,AFJB,). 
Reciprocally, let q be a prime element s.t. q < t, and q d F&,(8,), 
F,,(q)<& * 3kE(l..n}, FCx;yl’(q)dFCa,Ay;ylf(~,x~,). 
From F(akAx)=9%I(F(x); F(akAy)I F(y)), we can write 
%‘cPr(F(a,Ax)), F~(q)=FCa,Ax;yl+(q’). 
So 3qoEPr(F(akAx)), q=F[akAx;x]+(qo)bt,. 
From q’ < 00, A y d tax A ,, and q < t,, we can write 
qOdFCa,Ax;a,Ayl-(t,l~,)AFCa,Ax;x]-(t,)=t,~~,. 
Then we obtain: q. < Oak Ax and q d 8,. 
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B is compact. Let 8 GSu= V {u~)~.~ directed. The stable lub coincidates with the 
pointwise lub: 
VkE(l ..n}, eak=pk< V {Ut,>ifr * 3iEZ, pk<v6,, 
3ifzI, VkE{l . . n}, O,,<v~,. 
Then we have 
VXEX, VkE{l ..n}, V~,~,x=vrr,*xAFCakAx;akl-(V~,), 
VXEX, e,<v;, 
0 is very finite. Let v ds 8. We have ViE { 1 . . r~ ) voi < 8,, = pi. We show v is completely 
determined by {up,}. 
Let XEX. We have v,d V{F[aiAx;X]+ (O,~X)}iGI1,.n~, 
VpEPr(F(x)), pdv, => 3iE{l..n}, PfF[UiAX;X]+ (eai,,). 
It is easy to verify that p = F [ai A x; x] + ( p’) and p’ < vail\ x and SO 
From v,( A x = Bai A x A F [Ui A x; Ui] - (II,<), we can conclude. 
We denote the {(a, p)} associated family by (a; p). We can note (a; p) is prime for 
UEK(X) and p~Pr(F(u)). 
t is the lub of previous defined primes. Let $ = V { (a; p) ( UEK(X) and pePr(F (a)) 
and pdt,). It is easy to see that $ <,t. 
Reciprocally, let XEX and p<t, prime. By continuity of t, 
t,= V {F~,(t,,)Ixi~K(x)}. So there exists XiEK(x) s.t. pdFz,(txi). Then we have 
P=FZ,(Pi) and Pi G tx, and (Xi;pi) B,t. We obtain finally 
P=F~,((xi;Pi)(Xi))~(Xi;Pi)(X)~~x. 
Remark. It is possible to explicit the II(F) primes. 
ucK(X), p~Pr(F(u)), (u;p)(x)=F[aAx;x]+F[uAx;a]-(p). Cl 
We can try to refine our interpretation by fully exploiting the functional aspect of 
contexts. We consider the assumption rule 
The term x, obtained by projection, is defined in a larger context than the context of 
its type. In the interpretation, we have a [r]-indexed type-functor A which interprets 
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at the same time the type A and the well-formed context: r, x : A t . Then we can look 
upon the term as a kind of transformation from the functor that interprets the context 
to the functor that interprets the type, as something which should be an identity. We 
need the following definition to be more precise. 
Definition. Let F and G be two X-indexed type-functors. The functor 
(F = G): X+DI is constructed in the following way: 
For XEX, 
(F * G)(x)= CF(4-,W)ls. 
For x<y~X, 
Vf~[F(x)+W41, (F * G):,(f)=G,:+Ky, 
VlseCF(y)-W)l, (F * GLJd=G,w&,. 
It is easy to verify that (F * G) is a type-functor. 
We can generalise the term interpretation by considering stable families of stable 
functions. We then write 
r and A are type-functors indexed on the same domain, they interpret the context 
r and the type A, respectively. 
Locally, a stable function denoted by t* is associated with the family E it is defined by 
t*: C(y)+C(A) with t^(x, c()=(x, I(x)(a)). 
If we go back to the assumption rule 
[r,x:At-xx:A]=i~Zz(A=>/%) with Vx~[rTj, i(x)=Ax~A(x).a. 
Locally we can write f= l,,,-,. 
In the case the functional interpretation of the context is trivial, we go back 
naturally to the previous interpretation with: 
(I, =3 A) N A C(I,)- [r]. 
6. The generalised algebraic fragment interpretation 
We consider the following derivation obtained by a weakening: 
T!---A:* Tl--B:* 
r,x:/ll-B:* . 
In the interpretation we have two [T&indexed type-functors 2 and B. The opfibra- 
tion C$ associated with A is a forgetful function: it forgets anything related to the type 
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A. So to interpret the type B in the context extended by the type A, it is natural to 
extend the type-functor B by the forgetful function 4. 
A weakening will then find expression in an extension by a stable function. The 
following derivation expresses substitution in type: 
TFs:A r,x:AkB(x):* 
rl-B(s):* . 
In a certain way one can consider that it is “reciprocal” of the previous derivation: the 
weakening rule introduces a type in the sequent left zone and the substitution by 
a term typed by this type eliminates it: 
rt-B:*- lveak r.x:AH3:*S”bst~~t_:*, 
Then we can interpret substitution as an extension by a section of the weakening 
function: this section is nothing else than the local interpretation of the substituting 
term. 
So, the fundamental operation of the structural rules lies in the type-functor 
extensions by stable functions. We need the following proposition: 
Proposition 6.1. Let F and G be two X-indexed type-functors, 4 be the F associated 
opjibration, 0 be a F-stable family and f: Y-+X be a stable function. 
(i) F 0 f is a type-functor indexed on Y, 
(ii) C(F 0 f) is the pull-buck of (E(F); @) and (Y; f) below X in DI’, 
(iii) 8 0 f is a (F 0 f )-stable family, 
(iv) CF G’9=FxG. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are immediate. 
The pull-back associated projections are defined by @’ : C(F 0 f)- Y with 
@‘(a,a)=a and f’:C(Fof)-+C(F) with f’(a,a)=(f(a),@). 
Stability of 8 0 f: We use the F-stable family characterization. Let y in Y and 
p prime s.t. p<O(f(y)). 
8 stable * 3xo~K(X), xobf(y) minimum, p6F[xo;f(y)]t(O(xo)), 
f stable * 3y,eK(X), yoby minimum, xodf(yo)<f(y). 
Then we have p<FCf(yo); f(y)l’(@f(yo)Z (1) 
Embeddings are rigid, 3poEWF(f(yo))), p=FCf(y,); PI+. 
We verify that y, satisfying (1) is minimum. If z < y. with p < F [f (2); f(y)] + (0( f (z)), 
we write z=xo A f (z). By stability of F, there exists p’ prime in F(z) s.t. 
PO = F CLf(Yo)l+ (P'). 
P6FC?f(Y)l+(Q(4). 
z=yo. 0 
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By stability of 9, we can verify p’<%(t) and so 
By minimality of x0 and y,, we have t =x0 =f(z) and 
We can now develop more precisely the structural rule interpretation, restricting 
ourselves to judgements about well-typed terms. 
Weakening 
TEA:* 1-, A k t : B 
l-,x:x4, Att:B ’ 
We can write 
[[r] dI-domain interpreting the context r. 
type-functor indexed on [Ir], 
associated opfibration. 
type-functor indexed on [TrJ, 
[I-,AM:*]=B type-functor indexed on E(d). 
[I-,AFt:B]=w7(B). 
The weakened context r, x : A, A F is interpreted by the extension of the type- 
functor d by the weakening function 4. 
; 
A=d+, 
[r,x:A,Ak]= C$=Axd (1) 
c(&=~~(c(~); z(d)I[rn) (2). 
We find in (1) the well-known expression of contexts in the case of false dependency: 
they are only products as in polymorphic systems. 
The judgement obtained by weakening will also be interpreted by an extension of 
type-functor and stable family. More precisely, if we denote by rc’: C(d^)-+C(d) the 
projection in the pull-back (2) we write: 
Remarks. (1) We have chosen here to interpret a term by a stable family relatively to 
the type-functor that interprets its type in the same context. We show it is always 
possible to go back to this case as long as we use stability, 
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We consider the following judgements: 
TkA:* and r. A t t : A. 
The interpretation gives us 
We can interpret type A in this larger context by using a weakening: 
[r,Al-A:*]=d=AoJ (6 opfibration associated with A), 
[I’,AFt:A]=tdZ(d~~). 
If we define the C(d)-indexed family t” by V(x, a)~C(d), &_) = t(x)(a), we easily verify: 
t”~n(A). Reciprocally, with ii~fl(A^), we can associate the [T&indexed family quoted 
U and defined by 
We easily verify: ti~H(d*A). So we have established a one-to-one correspondence 
between ZI(d+A) and U(i). 
(2) We interpret terms by stable families relatively to type-functors with this form 
(6= A). Can we ask for stronger conditions than stability, for instance kinds of 
(pseudo) natural transformations from the functor d to the functor x? We consider 
simply quasi-natural transformations (in short QNT) [4], i.e. in our case, stable 
function families only commuting with projections. So, with the previous notations, 
the stable function family @ is a QNT iff the following diagram commutes: 
In the particular case in which d expresses the null extension of the context r, i.e. 
d=Z,-, the quasi-natural transformations are corresponding to A-uniform families. Let 
f be an 2 well-typed family: t is A-uniform iff it verifies the following property: 
vxQyEIrn, t, = A&). 
In the case of polymorphism, i.e. if we consider type-functors indexed on the whole 
category, this property is equivalent to both stability and continuity (Moggi’s result 
quoted in [6]). We get back Girard’s object of variable type notion [S]. 
In the case of type dependency, we lose this equivalence. If we consider quasi- 
natural transformations and uniform families instead of stable families, the one-to-one 
correspondence quoted in (1) is now false: the assumption rule interpretation yields an 
immediate counterexample. 
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With the notations used in (1) 
i: A-PA with ‘v’xE[~& i(x)=%rx~A(x).cc. 
It is easy to verify that i is a quasi-natural transformation. The following family 
i^= (4,X,l)ET(X) 
can be associated with it. This family is i-stable but it is not a-uniform unless 2 is 
degenerated. 
Exchange 
T,x:A,y:B,d t--E 
r,y:B,x:A,dkZ 
x$FV(B). 
The interpretation is now immediate: 
[r I- A : * ] = x (type-functor indexed on [[r I), 
[[r E B : *] = I? (type-functor indexed on [ra ), 
[r, x : A I- B : * ] = I? (weakening of 8 relatively to A), 
^ - _ 
[r,x:A,y:Bk]= g;;?;)“s i 
[r,x:A,y:B,Akj= 
type-functor indexed on Z(P? x B), 
The interpretation of the judgement appearing in the conclusion of the rule is 
invariant. 
Assumption. The interpretation has already been given when dealing with weakening 
rule. 
Substitution. We consider the general substitution rule: 
r,x:A,dkt:B rts:‘4 
r, A [s/x] l- t [s/x] : B [s/x] . 
Fundamentally, as we have already quoted, substitution will be expressed by an 
extension by a stable function that interprets the substituting term. This extension 
works equally for contexts, types and terms. 
In the previous rule interpretation, we suppose we have 
[Trg dI-domain. 
[rk0.*n= 
A type-functor indexed on [rn, 
C#J opfibration associated with 2, 
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5: [r]-Z (A) section of #J associated with S, 
ii type-functor indexed on C(A), 
[r, x : A, A t- B : * ] = B type-functor indexed on ,X(d), 
Ilr,x:A,A~t:Bn=t~~(B). 
Then we can obtain 
C(A ~s*)=M([I-jj; Z(ii)IC(A)) (1). 
Let Z: C(iio $)+X(d) be the projection in the pull-back (1): 
V(a, e)Gc(iic s*), n((a, @)=((a, f(a)), e). 
Finally we can write 
[[r,A[s/x]tB[s/x]:*n=Bo~, 
[[r,A[s/x]t-t[s/x]:B[s/x]a=to~~n(Bo~). 
We can note the uniformization a global interpretation brings: weakening and 
substitution are equally interpreted by an extension by a stable function in all kinds of 
judgements. It differs from local interpretations where substitution in a term is 
expressed by a composition and substitution in a type is expressed by a pull-back. 
7. An example 
We intend to interpret the following derivation which brings the relation between 
the assumption rule and the substitution rule to light: 
rt-s:A r,x:AFB:* 
r, y : B [s/x] I- y [s/x] = y : B [s/x] 
We can remark that the two equality’s terms are obtained in very different ways: 
The first one is obtained by 
assumption r, x : A, y : B k y : B followed by 
substitution r, y : B [s/x] t y : B [s/x]. 
The second one is obtained by 
substitution r t- B[s/x] : * followed by 
assumption r, y : B [s/x] F y : B [s/x]. 
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The following diagram sketches this interpretation: 
C(Bos*) -2 [Trl L DI 
K 
I 
9% s 
I 
C(B) L C(J) L DI 
In the first case we have 
[[r,x:A,y:B~y:BIj=yEn(Bo~), 
with y((a, N), fi)=/?~B(a, CC), 
~r,y:B[s/x]ty[s/x]:B[s/x]a=Y”7c~17(B~II/oIc). 
In the second case we have 
[rM3[s/x]:*~=Bos*, 
[yr,y:B[s/x]~y:B[s/x]l]=PE17(Bos^o~’), 
with ~(a,u))=~~(B~s*o@)((a,u))=B((a,~(a))). 
With the quoted pull-back we can write 
&*071=&s*0*‘, 
8. Interpretation in the D-category framework 
D-categories have been introduced by Ehrhard for higher order type dependency 
semantics [7]. It is a general framework in which one can find back most of the 
categorical structures used in local semantics: locally Cartesian closed categories, 
relatively Cartesian closed categories, contextual categories. 
In this last section we show how we can build a concrete D-category from our 
model by adapting Jacobs’ family model [lo]. 
A D-category is a tuple of functors: (p, 9, G) 
p : E-B fibration, 
G:E+B, 
with 
p+Y denotes a fibred adjunction, i.e. the unit q of this adjunction is p-vertical: 
VeEE, p(r(e))= lpcel. 
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Proposition 8.1 ([lo]). 
l For any beB, Y(b) is a terminal object in the fiber over b. 
Let E be the counit in 
tion from G to p with 
Fst = PE. 
the adjunction: Y E G. One can define a natural transforma- 
We define a new category we denote TF in the following way: 
Objects: Type-functors, 
Arrows: Let F : X+DI and G : Y-+DI be two type-functors. Then 
(u, +TF [F; G] iff 
UEDI’[X; Y], 
oeI7(F =+ G OU), 
with the following composition: 
b, 4 cu.4 
F-G-H 
(V,t)O(U,~)=(voU,Z.UO~). 
We denote dom the functor which associates with a type-functor its domain: 
dom : TF - 0 DI , 
F - dam(F), 
(u, 4 - u. 
We denote 9 the following functor: 
9:DDI’ - TF, 
x - z,=AxEx.{I}, 
u:X+Y - (u,(l ). il)x*r 
Finally, we denote eta1 the following functor: 
etal: TF 0 - DI , 
F - WI, 
(U> 4 
F-G - ~(a,x)EC(F).(u(a),o(a)(x)). 
Proposition 8.2. (dom; 9; etal) is a D-category. 
Proof. The verification is more or less direct. 
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l dom is a fibration. 
For ~EDI’[X, dam(F)], we define the inverse image functor f* with: 
f*: DIdom(F) - DI X , 
(.Ll):G~f- G is Cartesian. 
l dom+9. 
Let ‘I: lTF - 9 0 dom be defined by: 
n(F)=(ldom(F),!F):F - Idom(F,r 
with !F=lla~dom(F).,lx~F(a).{l}, 
(dam(F), q(F)) is free over F. 
We verify easily that q is dom-vertical. 
0 Y-(etal. 
We consider FETF and C$ the associated opfibration. We denote 
j=(j(~,x))(a..)d(F, with 
j (4 x) : ~,(,)(a, x) - FM, 
-L - x. 
We have: j EZI(I~(~) j F 0 4). Then we verify: (C(F); (4, j )) is co-free over F. We can 
note that we have : Fst : eta1 - dom. 
Fst(F) is the opfibration associated with F. 0 
In [3] we show that the D-category interpretation of type dependency in this 
particular case allows to find back our global interpretation. 
Appendix 
We present inference rules of the generalised algebraic fragment type system AP. In 
the sequel, E denotes a judgement which may have the following form: 
rk (r is a well-formed context), 
TEA:* (A is a well-formed type in the context r), 
Tkt:A (t is a term of type A in the context r), 
r k t = s : A (t et s are equal terms of type A in the context r). 
Structural rules 
Formation 
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Exchange 
r,x:A,y:B,AFE 
I-,y:B,x:A,AFZ 
x$FV(B). 
Weakening 
TFA:* I-,At-Z 
r,x:A,AFE 
x$ Var(r, A). 
Assumption 
TFA:* 
I-,x:AFx: A’ 
Substitution 
r,x:A,AFE I-Fs:A 
l-, A [s/x] t- B [s/x] ’ 
Dependent sum 
I-t-A:* r,x:AFB:* 
Z-F-Zx:A.B:* ’ 
Z-Fs:A rFt:B[s/x] TFs:Zx:A.B 
rF(t;s):Cx:A.B ’ l-km: A I-Fds:B[ns/x]’ 
with reductions: 
TFs:A rl-t:B[s/x] l-t-s:Cx:A.B 
rt-z(s;t)=s:A r+d(s;t)=t:B[s/x]’ rF(zs;ds)=s:Cx:A.B’ 
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